English
Here is the video of The Wishgranter if you would like to watch it again before completing today’s task.
https://vimeo.com/176780336

You are going to write thought bubbles for each of the characters that made 3 wishes.
What do you think they were thinking about before they decided to make their wish?
What were they thinking about as they walked towards or saw the wishing well?
What were they thinking about as they made their wish?
What were they thinking as they walked away?

Remember to do your
writing first before
drawing your thought
bubble around it.

Spelling
Can you find all the spellings in the
word search?

Maths
Evie has nine cards, each with a different number from 1 to 9 on it.
She put the cards into three piles so that the total in each pile is 15. How
could she have done this?
Can you find all the different ways?
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You can only use each number once. Remember you are trying to make 15 in total in each pile. You could make your
own digit cards above to help you.

Below I have started one off for you.
Pile 1
7+8

Pile 2

Pile 3

So I can’t use 7 and 8, as I have used them
already. What other numbers can I use that
will add to 15. Pile 2 needs to add to 15 and
Pile 3 needs to add to 15. Don’t use the
same number again.

Topic/Dance
You have now looked at how carnival is celebrated in two countries- Trinidad and Tobago and the UK. The last county
that we will look at is Brazil.
Carnival in Brazil is celebrated much like the other countries that we have looked at. People dance, wear costumes and
have a good time. Carnival in Brazil was originally a food festival before Lent where people would eat lots. A mixture of
African and Portuguese culture has resulted in the big party of music, costumes and dance that is Brazil carnival.
As you know, our song for the summer concert is from the film Rio. If you have watched it before you can see what an
amazing celebration carnival is in Brazil.

We would like you to come up with a dance to our summer concert song. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pYGX3rOLT_s

Below is a video of some dance moves you can incorporate into your dance. You do not have to use them
but they may give you an idea of where to start.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CnHikyzbkMM&list=PLrnA
QNtPafKGAf_PSPDYUJYOupprOSi5g&index=9

If you need more support this link will take you to short videos that break down the moves.
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLrnAQNtPafKGAf_PSPDYUJYOupprOSi5g

HAPPY DANCING!!

Solutions for Monday’s problem
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